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THE Oil) KNOWLEDGE AND THE NEW

This year marks the half century, the Jubilee, of the union of

the original Canadian Provinces into what is known as the Dominion

of Canada, and which now comprehends one half of America north

of the Ciulf of Mexico. As a Juhilee year it would, under ordinary

circumstances, l)c fitly celebrated, as the passing <>f an era in our

national history, with a ceremony that in times of peace we would

observe at the passing of any lustrum of national life. We will,

indeed, celebrate it, but with a ceremony -• ich will not engross all

our thoughts, for the advent of our Jubiiet /ear has found us as a

nation engaged as one of a group of democrac js in a gigantic strug(jle

against another nation with its allies, whoUy dominated by palax)-

lithic conceptions of humanity and warfare, a struggle which, un-

paralleled in history, has already cost enough in blood and tears

to make mankind hereafter look back upon it as a time of tragedy

and sorrow. The importance of our Jubilee year will, accordingly,

be dwarfed beside that in which everything we hold as making life

worth while appears at stake.

And yet this Jubilee of our national life, submerged . it is in

the thoughts of the titanic struggle, must not pass without some

tribute to it for what it signifies to us as a stage in our national life.

From the union we have derived all the strength which we exert in

the great war of to-day. From it we have received and developed

by degrees in the decades as they passed a con.sciousness of unity

of purpose and a high aim which has molded and will mold our will

as a people to serve for the furtherance of human happiness and

liberty. Because of it to-day we have a steadiness of resolution, an

insight as to duty, and a desire to do our part in the maintenance

of the forces making for the progress of the world, which have won for

our country an unstinted admiration from the liest elements in

the great democracy which has just entered as a comoatant on our

side in the great war. It is, indeed, no mean achievement to has-e

gained the prestige of a virile people, endeavouring to maintain at

an incalculable cost the priceless heritage of freedom which we have

received from our fathers.

Had it not been for this union, we would have l)ecn ineffective

in this war for liberty. We would have been condemned to be, if

not interested spectators, at best only casual and uncoordinated as-

sistants in the struggle, and we would have had in our consciousness

the el- nent of helplessness, the feeling that we were playing a very
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part Our PrcMnces could not have for the moment engaKe,! a!lthe r energies as the Dominion, whirh they f„rm, has done, and wecould not. further, have brought to the motherland the moral force

ht Z" 7 '".r'^";'r'"«
^"' '" ^'^^ '^'»«''^ «'"^age she has shown inthis time of penl to hlK-rty and ail else- that is dear to humanity.

I. m?^ ^''^"l 1!^'ly
^'''"' ^^" '''''' ^^'^ ^'""<»'*"- far-reaching efTect,

hvttlr V
';^'''^^:^''^'''^«"» contradiction, that the example sc.

oundanon. m other parts of the Empire, of the Commonwealth.
he I o^,„.o d ^he Union that to-day make Australia. New Z.^.land and Sc,uth Afnca. with Canada.as it were, buttresses of the Fn.pag.mst whatever may happen, whether \^ .he tottering or thdecay that comes to al! things in old age. . - the war storms of the

They, who laboured in bringing alx^ut that Confederation, there-
fore performed a priceless sc-rvice. They did not wholly forecastthe future and estimate the effect of their action. The resu-t they

ThT ? ?!,
'^'' ""' °"" °' '^""''^ ^"^ determined by necessity

JnH^ I Ti " '" '''''" '" '°'^*^ difficulties which were intolerab eand which threatened to promote such disunion as would ultimately.mpenl the continuation of the British status in North Amer caThey were not wholly optimistic as to the final efTect of their efTor't
It IS easy now, ,n examining all the details of the agitation they led^oachievetheresult they had in view, to detect in their hopefulnes aminor note an overtone derived from their despair regarding the

Tta'in'tv'a T T) T^ "'^'"' ^^"^^^ '^ ^^P^' ^ ^^^ «' ""

TCTwZi 1 I
'"'''" "^ '^' organization they brought

wS, n, f ^^ T^^' '° ^^'''^ °^ ^^^'''^ ^^'"^d t« them fraughtwith more danger than would beset the future under any new con-ditions, and, in consequence, they, with a courage that time has

which t"h' r'\'''-'°^f^
endeavoured to make the Domin onwhich they brought into being a success in unifying our scatteredpeoples and making them a nation with ideals in harmony whthe traditions and standards of the British race the world over Thatthey could not and did not peer far into the future was wl,at migh

selves with affairs of national polity, rarely attempt to divine the

Ind'If tl:7'T '^'^^ °' '^ -mediately beyond 'their generation

tTm^ Itllnnfl \T' -'"'^ ""'^'' '''''' ^'^^'^^ ^- that distan;time. It IS, on the whole, wise that this should be so. "New occasions
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U-ach new duties" and the world would not proRr'-ss at . il if our

statesnu-n were in all cases to cast the future in the inflexible molds

of the day.

The Statesmen of fonfederation. as ,.e now see, huilded la-tter

than they knew. Inwitlinuly in high cabal with Destiny, ihey

founded a nation which is playmn in this great crisis a worthy, en-

nobling part, and which may yet, as we ho|K-, play a gre.iter and

supremo part in the world drama o' the future as .i mendnr of the

league of nations, which when this great sacrifice of 1)1<«k1 is made,

will impose a world ixace. To them, for the gre.it service to our

rountrv they performed, we pay our tribute of apprecia ion.

apprec i.itinn which will Ik- enhanced as the years pass, for the nation

in thi making of which they |K-rformed such a fumlamental service

will ever hold them in grateful remembr.ince. O, would that now

the imi)ort of our tributes in this Jubilee year were borne to them

across the Gulf of Silenc-e!

With the commencement of her second half ctntury of exi iice

Canada begins a niw age which the war ha^ inaugurated. This new

age is not for Canada alone, for the war iias made for the hum.m

race an almost complete break with the past. The world will never

be the same as it was in the old care-free days when it was dreamt

that .savagery was washed out of the human mind and that wc would

never again see a resort to the brutality of prehistoric warfare or to

the type of it represinted in the Thirty Years' War, which is ex-

emplified in the conduct of the German military power in this war.

The past with all its hopes and defeats of civilization is secure, but

,'hat o; the future ?

Mankind to-tlay, as a result of this war, has parted with some

fondly cherished illusions. Four years ago he who would have pre-

dicted the occurrence of such a cata^.trophe would have been deemed

mad. No one did, indeed, foresee its character and extent. Now.

the appalling toll in human life that it has exacted, the degradation

of human character to that of the brute beast that the enemy in em-

ergencies exhibits, and the fact that mankind is undergoing a gigantic

struggle to save all that is worth vhila in civilization, ha\e reacted

on th.; minds of all who look before and after, and f... result is, if

not blank pessimism, at least, a greatly diminished optimism regard-

ing the present and the future of the human race. It is not tot) much

to say that ff)r the next one hundred >ears less reliance will be placed

on the forces that make for sanity in determining right action amongst

the masses of mankind than was done in the past, and, accordingly,

less will be taken f' r granted in forecasting the action of races in
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conHict. „f .nterest^ ,n .ho future. For many K'«niTa.ion t„ cmo
tJu re vv.ll ol.trmle in the min.ls of all who will I.K.k Lack on this great
w..r the memory of a nation which. nurse,| ami participatinK in a
nvilization at least a thousan.l years old and iKwstinK of .^ culture
hiKher than that <.f its environment, developed after a lew weeks
ot the stress of war a condition of mind and ethical standards that
must have characterized the human ra-- in the long night that
preceded the dawn of our ciNilization. This will chasten all high
ho,x.s and U-liefs as to the pcrmanen. . of the forces that make for
human progress which we so fondly held in the past.

This change in the "climate of the mind" is not to be the only
reailt of the war. At its cl<.se Euro|x- will Ir- imiH.verished. and.
with the United States, will have an enormous debt. Already thi.
debt exceeds o...' hundred billions of dollars, an.l there are those who
estimate it at one hundred and fifty billioi .. How mich more it
may be cannot be foretold U-cause the time during which the war
is to continue is uncertain. The burden is already a collossal one.
far in excess of the wealth of any single nati<.n engage*! in the
struggle iHjforc the United States began to participate, and it will
tax the energies of all involved for ihe next two hun<lred years.
Th^ir financial resources, as one now estimates them, will be but
sn'^cient to meet the annual interest on it, which already in the case of

many, equals its total annual expenditure before the war.
There is also the waste and ruin which will continue as the war

goes on. How much wealth, apart from that expended in muni-
tions, has been destroyed cannot be determined, but that it is en-
ormous seems to be indicated by the credited reports that come
from Belgium, Northeastern France, Poland, Roumania and Serbia
and the loss of mercantile shipping through si.!.marine activity
threatens to in\oKe many years in its replacement. All this loss,
however, is as nothing compared to the waste of life amongst tht'
choicest of the race. The toll exacted may be estimated only ap-
proximately, but It cannot, however, be now less than five million
men killed or dead of wounds. The total in the permanently maimed
is probably larger, while the incidence of disease, which a great war
always enhances, is extraordinary, and it will hp-e results extending
beyond thi? and the next generation all over Plurope.

It is, indeed, a very sombre picture of the world situation as
It IS now and as it will be in the future. I have not, however,
applied the darker pigments too freely, for in the original there are
many fewer high lights and the shadows abound. I purposely
refrain from using the dark colours as they might justifiably be
employed, more than is required tor show that with the new "climate
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of the mind" thtTi- art' tu Ih' cuiv'itions of life on the kIoIh" whicli ilic

old world nt'VtT t'X(HTi«'ncfd iunl wliirli will put in tlu- »TUiililr el

sorrow, MiffcrinK and toil all tlu' old ronrt-ptioiis, fxci'pt iIiom' of

.i),ht and wrong, by which tho world guided itsilf in tlif (wnt.

It will, indfvd, be a n-w worUi anil a lu-w an*' in which all tlu-

8hil)l)oli"th.s will Ih! discarded and mankind will sec things as they

art. !"ree tradi and proteition, the laissez-faire doctrine, indi-

vidualism, socialism, coUiciivism, all th»' old creeds and counter-

creeds will be only memories o' the past Incause the cotiditions to

l)e will refuse to be solved by doctrinaires and iil. alists. The rolo>sal

debt which each of the nations must carry, not to sp«ak of what will be

require<i for the restf)ration of the old ortler in the 'listricts devastated

by the Gern. s, will conif *hi adoption of new ()oIicies and of nev

meth(Kls to enable them carry thei. staRnering loads, (inat

Britain's debt of I vOOO.fK) .oiK) must be paid, princii)al and interest,

and this, will aivv 'vc -i resort to resources and methods 'vhiih have

never hitherto l)et tr«;tetl and not even i-ontemplated to that eiul.

(. nmy, it is iiuited in ofilKial sources in Berlin, is already j)l.in-

ning to .ia.ionalize .'.II ht r industries and it is projxised that the Gernuiii

state only shall for the nation export and ini|K)rt, in other words,

buy and sell abroad for its own people. In this way she minht hoiu'

eventually to pay her debt. The nation would thus liecome a gigantic

bartering organization, seeking to increase its resources at the

expense of its neighbours who would thus be compelled to recast all

their methods for dealing with foreign competition. Whether this

ultra-revolutionary proposal will be adopted remains to be seen.

Already extraordinary measures are being taken in German*-

to replace the life wasted in the war. A German statistician Y s

stated that durin the last three years there have been three mil m
illegitimate births in that country, and the authorities have made

such provision for these and those which will be added to the number

as will inevitably encourage a continuation of this factor after the

war on a large scale. This will not be without its effect on the rest

of the world. There can be no violation of a widely recognized moral

convention in one nation, Without disturbance in the equilibrium

elsewhere, especially since the female part of the population in P-ng-

land, France, and Italy, which was in excess of the male before 1914,

will, because of the slaughter on the battlefields and in the trenches,

exceed by as man" millions more the males in those nations Here

will be a factor which will exert an enormous influence on the social

order.

What the other nations will do to enable them to carry their

burdens and to meet .le new conditions which will obtain after the
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war cannot be predicted, but it is certain that the keen rivalry in produc-

tion and trade which will begin as soon as peace is declared will de-

mand measureb of an exceedingly exceptional kind. It will compel
the speeding up of the production from all the industries and a com-
petition in the world's markets that will involve unremitting toil on
the part of the masses unless these industries are organized in a way
they have never been hitherto.

The keenest rivalry will come from the German industries, sup-

ported as they will be by all the forces of 1 1: German state. They will,

of course, depend for their success on cheap labour, and labour has

been and will be cheaper in Germany than in any of the allied nations

except Italy and Russia. She has won her pre-eminence in a great

many of the industries by the application of advanced science to them.

It is not too much to expect that she will apply science as it has never

been applied before and by that application and her cheap labour

she will endeavour to capture the world's markets, and thus make
the other nations pay her enormous debt as well as their own. There

are some who maintain that, while striving to this end, she will pre-

pare for another struggle in the near future. This, however, postu-

lates that the human race, or even a part of it, will not learn wisdom
from ineffable suffering and sorrow.

The rest of the world must, to bear its burden even with some
measure of relief as time passes, also apply science to its in-

dustries as it never did formerly. Labour can never be as cheap in

our Empire, France and the United States as it is or will be in Ger-

many, and let us hope that no solution of the problem of international

competition sought will require a reduction in the reward for daily

toil, that will deny the hope of millions to lead a life in which sordid

care shall not wholly destroy the soul. What relief and advantage

in this competition may be had must come from a resort to a policy

which, outside Germany, has never yet been tried, and to follow

it to the utmost will involve on the part of the Empire and its allies a

revolution in national life.

We have, of course, natural resources in our world-wide

Empire that Germany caimot command and these will constitute

an advantage in our favour. They are not inexhaustible, for the

only inexhaustible resource of the globe is the sunlight which is the

source, ultimately, not only of all our motive power, but also of the

energy in all its forms which the world of life manifests. It is not

only inexhaustible, but illimitable, for the sun will radiate its energy

as unstintedly as now for many millions of years, and mankind may,

when other resources of power are exhausted, have to dei)end wholly

on it for all the energy it requires.
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All other resources of our continent, and, for that matter of

the globe, may be exhausted before civilization is much older, and,

in some cases, before two or three generations have passed. The

annual production of anthracite coal in the United States, it has

been claimed, has already passed its maximum and the output will

from now on continue to decline to a vanishing point in the not far

distant future. It is also claimed that the coal supply of Great

Britain will be exhausted in three hundred and fifty years. No esti-

mate can be given of the duration of the supply in our maritime

provinces, but it is maintained by some that coals and lignites in

Western Canada are sufficient in quantitits to supply its needs

for many centuries to come. If that is so, and there is abundance

evidence to support the claim, the fuel supply of the West is one

of the richest of our resources.

They are, however, not inexhaustible, and, let me repeat, none

of the natural resources of the globe, except the energy of the sun-

light, are, humanly speaking, inexhaustible. Mankind has, there-

fore, been for the last century spendthrift, prodigal, living waste-

fully on its capital, instead of carefully conserving it to the utmost.

It has acted as if it had the purse of Fortunatus, giving no thought

to the future and swayed only by the needs and the illusions of the

hour. It has not ytt begun to recognize that its resources are not

inexhaustible, but it experienced a shock when it faced the diminished

food supply of the last three years, and it is, in consequence, more

inclined to-day to give serious attent-'jn to problems which it would

not consider when under the influence of some of its cherished

illusions. It has not wholly emerged from these, but they distort

its outlook less and it is anxious, and rightly so, as to how in the new

order of things the merciless trade competition between the Teutonic

nations and the other nations, that is to come, is to be met. This

is, indeed, all material and, therefore, from the purely intellectual

point of view, gross, but such materialism determines the course of

history as it did when Rome overthrew Carthage, Corinth and Rhodes,

as certain historians maintain, not from a lust of power, but from

a desire to destroy her keenest competitors in the then trade of the

world.

The enormous sacrifices that this war has entailed and will en

tail until it closes can never be equated by way of compensation

with any product or result of it. Whatever else befalls, lilierty and

the right to happiness will be maintained, but these are fundamental,

for life without them is unthinkable, and we do not rank them as

compensations. Amongst the very few results, however, which may

have ultimately a markedly beneficial effect is the altered point of
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view regarding the utilization of science, the new knowledge, as a
force in determining solutions of the gigantic problems that will
face the allied nations after the war. With the help of this new know-
ledge, applied rigorously and universally, it is possible that the nations
may not only bear their burdens with some degree of ease, but at-
tain a position which will make the occurrence of another war of
this character absolutely impossible in the near or more remote
future. If that should be the ultimate result, the blood and t^ars
of millions in this war will not be shed wholly in vain.

It is my firm conviction that, had the allied nations cultivated
the sciences as they must do henceforth, there would have been no
such war as this. It is beyond question that Germany and Austria
are, relatively, poor in natural resources. The one great resource
which Germany possesses is to be found in the Strassfurt salt beds,
which contain an enormous quantity of potassium salts, a supply
without a parallel elsewhere. In all other resources she cannot
compare with the British Empire or with France or the United States.
Had she not developed her industries, through the rigorous application
of science to them, and, had she contented herself with the methods
and policy which Great Britain had followed in the last forty years,
it is extremely doubtful if her ambitions would have driven her to
adopt a policy of world conquest, or that, if they had, she would
have been able to stand against the world in arms as she is doing
to-day.

Forty years ago Germany began to develop her industries along
scientific lines, not as a result of policy then expressly understood, but
simply because those in the control of them recognized that it was
only by applying all the scientific lore then available that they could
find markets for their products, not only in Germany, but abroad.
That they should have been so advanced in this respect must be
attributed to the excellence of the German university system, which
encouraged research along all lines, in the humanities, in philosophy
and in the sciences. The graduates in science of these universities,
doctors in philosophy, began to find their way into the industries
in the "seventies" and their participation in them soon began to
give results. It was due to their activities that Germany succeeded
in capturing the control of the aniline dye industry, which was ori-
ginally an English one. It was through their activities that the
German chemical manufacturers began to dominate the world's
markets. In the great industries, that of steel production, for ex-
ample, the German pre-eminence was rendered possible by the
utilization of the highest skill and expert knowledge that investigators,
originally trained in the universities, could bring to bear on the subject.
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During the last twenty-five years the various German govern-

ments came to recognize that direct aid to their universities was a

powerful factor in furthering the industrial efficiency of the nation,

and, in consequence, they made provision for the expansion of these

institutions on the scientific side, with results which made Germany

not, indeed, as wealthy as Great Britain or France, but, it has been

claimed, more than five times as wealthy as she was in 1875.

Great Britain also increased her wealth during the last forty

years, but not at all in proportion to her opportunities. Her in-

dustries did not avail themselves of the highest skill and expert

knowledge, nor did they, except in rare cases, employ a staff of in-

vestigators to indicate the way in which advances could be made.

They were, on the whole, content to go on the old lines and to ignore

what science was doing. Nor did the Government view matters

differently. For many years it gave an annual grant of £4,000 to

the Royal Society for research in pure science and for ten or more

years £7,000 annually to the National Physical Laboratory. It

gave grants to various universities, colleges, and technical schools,

but rn no case was it obligatory that any of these should be spent

on research, and, indeed, they were largely expended for ordinary

academic and technological courses of instruction. Research, when

not opposed, was expressly ignored. It was, indeed, often sneered

at, and the two great universities of Oxford and Cambridge were

brought with difficulty to recognize that science and the advance of

it by research are objects worthy of the attention of institutions

supposed to teach the best that is known or thought in the world.

Cambridge in the last twenty years has by the support she has

given to scienctific research done loyal service to science, but it was

not easy to efface the impression given to thousands of alumni of

both Oxford and Cambridge who imbibed reactionary views re-

garding the claims of science, and who from their numbers in Parlia-

ment or in the learned professions, and even in mercantile and

industrial establishments, controlled the trend of opinion on the

subject.

For the last thirty years British scientific men have been

uttering warnings against apathy regarding, and hostility towards,

science. Again and many times again it was pointed out that the

control of the basic national industries was passing into German

hands. The warning was unheeded, or when it was heard it was

met with the plea that it was quite natural, and that, if the Germans

could manufacture in these lines so much better than the British,

it was to the advantage of the 'atter, for the balance of trade v is

and would remain in their favour, as they were the greatest trad g
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nation, and so on ad nauseam. It is depressing to-day to read, or to
remember, all the outpourings on this subject in the past of laissez-

faireists, and of doctrinaires with a constitutional inability tolook
beyond the very immediate and often parochial question of the hour.

Ail this is changed now in Great Britain. The war found the
nation unprepared and lacking in very many of the materials vitally
necessary not only for carrying it on, but for the continuation
of some of the important national industries. The revelation
gave a shock to the nation and dispelled, it is hoped, for-
ever, the beliefs and cherished illusions which made it indiffer-
ent to research as a factor in national progress and develop-
ment. The Imperial Government at once set about to organize a
movement for fostering research in pure and industrial science. The
Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial Research,
appointed in 1915, was given a grant of £25,000, another of £40,000
in 1916, and this year it has been voted £1,038,000 which it will use
to further research during the next five years.

Henceforth liberal assistance to research in Great Britain will
not be lacking, and, though it was grievously delayed, it has not
come too late to be of service. One cannot, however, but think
sadly of what might have been, if the leaders of the nation had earlier
taken occasion by the hand. Had they encouraged the sciences as
its interests required, its industries would have attained such a
position of superiority that those of Germany could not have de-
veloped to any degree that would have made them competitors,
and, accordingly, Germany could not have become through them
wealthy enough to enable her to finance a war such as she is now carry-
ing on. To assist her scientific development during the past thirty
years Great Britain should have given annually nearly half a million
pounds, or, about fifteeen millions in all, a very great sum indeed
but a bagatelle to the £5,000,000,000 of debt which this war is imposing
on the nation, to say nothing of the ghastly legacies it is now leaving.
It was, indeed, a German dramatic poet, but of a former and saner
generation, who makes one of his characters exclaim that "The gods
themselves are helpless in the face of man's stupidity!"

It was not only in Great Britain that the old point of view pre-
vailed. In all other parts of the Empire the laissez-faire doctrine
was inculcated, and, in consequence, an apathy regarding research in
pure science and i^s application to Industry, like that wh.ch charater-
ized Great Brit?.. . in the forty year, oefore 1914, paralyzed all at-
tempts to make the universities develop on new lines. In Canada
this was particularly the case. I have heard it again and again
maintained that our universities should follow the lead of Oxford
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and Cambridge, more particularly the former, rather than thn»ie of

Geriiiany, in the part they should play ir national life, and that

the iitera humanion onstituted the only subjects worthy of the

attention of a great i.iiiversity. This had its effect in delaying the

recognition of research in our universities which are, in this respect

to-day far behind those of the United States. Ine latter have de-

veloped very largely along the lines of those of Gernany and because

of the large endowments at their disposal, and because, also, of the

recognition on all sides in that country of the part that research is

bound to play in national development, will soon become, if they do not

so rank already, the greatest universities of the world. This trend of

university development in the United States cannot bo explained

as due to the fact that many of the American universities are older

than our own, for research, except in the case of Johns Hopkins, did

not enter to any notable degree into their activities until after 1890.

Their faculties in the "eighties" were being recruited from gradua cs of

German universities mvd from Americans who had tf died in German

universities, and thus the leaven of research began to ferment not

only in the universities, but in the indu>tries, which in this respect,

when the war began, were not very far behind those of Germany.

Tlicj-e are over fifty great industrial establishments in the United

States which expend annuallv for research amounts ranging from

$50,000 to $500,000, and one of these employs con=*^nntly a staff of

150 to conduct research in pure and applied scienc

When the universities of a nation become pei ited with the

research spirit, as in Germany and the United States, its industries

become endowed with it also. What seems to be clearly indicated by

this is that, if the British Empire is to organize its industries on the

research basis, it must promote research first in its universities, and,

apparently, on the German plan, as the example of the American

universities seems to demonstrate.

I hope that no one will ouppose for u moment that I am an un-

critical or ardent admirer of the German university. It has faults,

some of them very grave, on >f which is that its professors are \ ut

in effect civil servants, and they are, accordingly, at the nod and b.ck

of an autocratic government, whose word may be academic life or death

to a teacher. This explains the egregious folly of the manifesto

of ninety-three professors, who, immediately after the outbreak of the

war, fulminated against Great Britain for entering the lists against

Germany.

'Journal of The British Science Guild for June, 1916, p. 25; also: Science and

Industry, Industrial Research in the United States, by A. P. M. Fleming, published

for the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, London, 1917.
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That the German university however, was not, and is not,
lacking in one valuable qualification is shown by the fact that Oxford
by a nearly unanimous vote in Congregation a few weeks ago decided
to establish the Ph.'

' degree en practScally the basis on which it is

given in German universities, an innovation which three years ago
would have been regarded as impossible because of the strongly
entrenched conservatism of that uriiversity.

I must also make it plain that in crusading for scientific research
the object aimed at is not only to develop the industries of the Empire,
although in view of the superhuman task that Great Britain, the
Dominions and the Commonwealth must undertake, the attainment
of that object is vitally urgent.

The international competition in trade, which will follow this
war, as already pointed out, will be a pitiless one, and it may be that
the future of the Empire, though unaffected by the war, may be
jeopardized in the trade struggle. Industrial research is, therefore,
of imperative urgency, but it can only be furthered by research in
pure science. The two are, indeed, inseparable, for the practical
is only the application of the knowledge which has been acquired in
the vast k..ajority of cases without any practical result in view . It
would be very rash for any one to-day to predict that any discovery
in pure science would not in some way be of service in practical life.

Hundreds of instances of the futility of so predicting could be cited
from the history of pure science.

But while research in pure science should be supported because
of its utility, proved and possible, the most powerful plea for its

advancement comes from the purely intellectual side. The world
of nature and the physical world teem with problems of profound
interest, some of them involving mysteries that will stimulate the
human intellect till life on earth ceases after countless millions of
years. There are, physiologists claim, certain portions of the frontal
"association areas" of the human brain in which the full development
of function has not yet been attained, "association areas" in which
also the highest intellectual activities of which man is now capable
have their location. In these "fallow fields" of the brain cortex are
possibilities which can only be realized by the exercise, in all the
ages to come, of the intellectual powers in earnestly facing these
problems in the quest for ultimate truth. The solution of some
may never be attained. The phenomena we designate under the
terms life and energy are the profoundest of these. What life itself
is has engaged and will long engage the interest of the scientific philo-
sopher, and it is maintained by some thinkers that it involves an
ultimate mystery. Of vastly profounder mystery is the element
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we call energy, and which under its m^ifestations we call heat, elec-

tricity, gravity, chemical attraction, and so on. Our familiarity

with these manifestations has led us to ignore the reality behind

them and to assume that it is in itself not only knowable but known,

but many a mind in the long ages to come will attempt to grasp the

significance of hir ultimate element, the great enigma, whic'i in the

end may be found to be one with the very Immanence of the Universe.

The age-long quest for solutions of such problems may thus develop

functions which will bring the human mind nearer and nearer to

"the imperious lonely thinki g-power." To any one seeking the pur-

pose of existence, that, it may be believed, may appear the predestined

reward for mankind for laboriously, unflinchingly following the path

to the far-distant Altar of Truth.

The advancement of pure science then has sanctions deeper and

more sacred than those derived from its utilitarian ends, valuable

as these are in serving our physicpl life. Every agency that can

promote this advancement ought to be engaged as in the performance

of a high duty, of a duty with a religious significance. In this

promotion human life may shed, as time passes, more and more ot

the dros?, the gross and the sordid, that n«i'v thwart the march of

the intellect.

To the admirers of the older knowledge all this may appear as

portending its ultimate eclipse. There has been in the past a con-

flict between the two, arising from the claims of the older knowledge

to monopolize the intellectual domain, a claim vhich the men of

science during the last fifty years hive resented. The '•t'presentatives

of the older learning have been exceedingly unwise in decrying the

value of the conquests that the modern mind has achieved over the

unknown and in failing to recognize that the great thinkers of an-

tiquity, regarding the ultimate constitution of .the cosmos, would,

if they returned to the world to-day, be of the brotherhood oi the

great explorers in the sciences of Physics, Chemistry, Ast-onomy and

Biology. Heracleitus, Democritus and Lucretius would be colleagues

of our Newton, Dalton, Faraday, Young. Thomson, and Helm-

holtz, while Empedocles and Aristotle would claim kinship with the

great Biological thinkers of the last fifty years. Would not also

the great founder of Stoicism claim intellectual fellowship with the

Romanes Lecturer in his thoughts on Evolution and Ethics ?

The old knowledge and the old literature derived from the Greeks

and the Romans have been of inestimable service to mankind. If

it had not been for the diffusion of all this learning and literature

after the fall of Constantinople, the civilization of Western Europe

on the intellectual side would in all probability not have advanced

Proc, Sig. 6
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beyond what it was in the thirteenth century. That old knowledge
and old hterature helped to sweeten life and to cheer and renew the
minds of all those weary- of the subtleties of the Schools and thedt^ma of the Middle Ages. Our outlook to-day has been enormously
influenced by the great thinkers, poets and philosrohers of anti-
quity, and we would be failing in our duty, were we not to acknow-
ledge this debt.

The acknowledgment must not. however, be undiscriminating
as our classical friends would seem to postulate. The ideals of the
past are not wholly those of tonlay. men Socrates was crusading
for wisdom amongst his fellow Athenians thousands of slaves, chained
jn the underground mines of Laurium, not thirty miles from Athens,
lived a wretched, degraded life from which death was the only release
One mu^t also remember the slaughter of the prisoners at Aegos-
Potami. the starvation of the captive Athenians in the marble quarry
of Syracuse the holocaust of non-combatants when a Roi an army
attacked a hostile town or tribe, the strangling of the prisoners after
a Roman Triumph, the Gladiatorial Games, the atrocities of the
bervile War and other incidents and examples, countless in number,
of old worid inhumanity, to which some German writers have re-
ferred m justification of the cult of "frightfulness,"

Man will not for ever go to the past for all the life which does
not depend on bread alone. His course is still in the earlydawn of cvikzation. If, then, progress means the realization more
and more of the ideals of liberty, justice, kindliness of spirit and
truth, which he to-day ardently cherishes, he must resolutely march
towards the full morning light and not linger in the twilight, however
beautiful a glow it may give to the worid. The splendor of this dawn
will nevertheless, always be a memo, y of wonder even i ihe old age
of the earth, it will always chasten pride and foster the belief that
behind the mask of man's fateful and changing history there is an
unchanging Chorus teaching him to be wise and to bow to Destiny

The ancient learning, the old knowledge, will not be eclipsed.
Ihere will be always those, perhaps a very few, who will go back to
it to look out on the worid through the eyes of the great thinkers
poets and prophets of the past. The old tales, the old legends, there-
fore, will never be forgotten, the old setting of the hopes and fears
of humanity will then be renewed for each generation, and life will
thus be dowered with an interest that will transcend all merely tem-
porary values.

It will, however, be only in sympathy and co-operation with
the new knowledge which will be the ever-increasing endowment in the
age now dawning. Indeed, whether the ultra-reactionaries on the one
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old and the new w.U corn, to pa^. or
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by bitter experience, n ust turn to tn
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new courage, it will remember
^^J^^^^^ '^J ^^^ inflexibly will,

poetry of the childhood of the ..bu^^^^^^ - .

^^ ^^^^^^ ,,

J^al trir^nt ^^Z to^t by necessity, .acri^ce the past

'^"^ '" - ^;z:^rt^i:^i;;c:;--^
;^l^rt;^%r^;:r.e^;Wen- .ee.r a. .he centur.es pas.

Tn the future, then, with all its burden of fate.

_how oft shall morn's pelluc.d ray

Stir the high heart on the unknown wondrous wayl

How o?t shall evening's slant and cnmson fire

Tr the unchanged City and the abidmg Homel




